**1. Product Map**

(1) Up cover  
(2) Egg shelf  
(3) Heating element  
(4) Body sheath  
(5) Switch  
(6) Body  
(7) Measuring Cup  
(8) Pin  
(9) Power cord

**2. Characteristic of Product**

(1) Electric parameter:
- Voltage: 220-240V
- Frequency: 50 HZ
- Wattage: 400W

(2) Egg capacity: (SEVEN)

(3) Performance:
- a. Shortcut: Steaming egg will spent about six minutes one time.
- b. Energy-economization: Wattage is 400W, Steaming seven eggs will cost two cents only.
- c. Convenience: The egg cooker with the automatically switch, it can turn off automatically after cooked, and the indicator of lamp will crush out for remind you.
- d. Safety and credibility: With two dual super-temperature equipment against damage, Safety and credibility.
- e. Beautiful appearance: proper figure design and brightness stainless steel heater make your life more
f. Multi-function: With two function of cooking and steaming egg, You can cooking or warmming egg according to your requirement.

g. Multi-taste: You can make different taste egg according to your need. Semi-cooked (yolk can’t cohere but egg white will become a little cohere, smooth and soft), seventieth-cooked (The core of the yolk become shape like paste, soft), ninetieth-cooked (The core of yolk has been cohered, crisp)

3. Method of Using

(1). When first using the egg cooker, rinse it first (Please reading attention item before rinse), Then put the egg cooker on the surface of flat, Take proper water pour in the inside of the heater plate in Measuring cup, The quantity of water which you can choose. More or less of water control the limit of cooked.

(2). Different scale (one, three, five, seven) on the measuring cup, These scale control quantity of water which limit egg cooked, For example, Use measuring cup take water to pour into the heater plate on the mark of three when you want to eat semi-cooked. Please refer to attachment A.

Attachment A:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. of Boiled eggs</th>
<th>soft</th>
<th>middle</th>
<th>hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 egg</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 eggs</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 eggs</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 eggs</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3). After pour the water, Put the rack on the heater plate and meet with the position of the heater plate.

(4). Pierce the large end of each egg with the piercing pin incorporated into the measuring cup then place the small end of each egg into the hole of rack.

(5). Put the cover on the rack and catch the handle to put the cover on the proper place.

(6). Turn on power, Then press the switch, The indicator lamp Will lighting demonstrate the egg cooker began to operation.

(7). Please press the button when you see the indicator lamp crush out, And demonstrate that cut off the electric power.

(8). Place the egg into the cold water, this methods could easy peel off the shell of egg, The more hot, The more delicious.

(9). Use clean damp cloth to rinse the heater plate, so prevent dirty, convenience to use in next time.

4. Attention item:

(1) Please reading manual carefully before using it, and keep it for reference.

(2) Must use sound quality of grounding’s tri-plug.
(3) Place the safety and flat position, not inclined, 
the position where is untouched by children, 
Do not let children play the cooker in order to 
avoid happen hazard.
(4) Do not damp the electric gas in order to avoid happen hazard.
(5) Carefully keep the power cord in order to avoid happen hazard.
(6) Do not place your hands, cloth or other article on the 
outlet of the end of the cover when using it.

(7) Do not touch the cover until boiled two minutes, So avoid vapor hurt yourself.
(8) Away from flammability and explode articles when using.
(9) Mustn’t place the egg cooker on the hot surface.
(10) Do not cooking tea, coffee or other article in egg cooker, steam egg only.
(11) Do not use egg cooker when didn’t pour the water into the cooker, in order to avoid to dry cooking.
(12) If the supply cord is damaged or other parts cause malfunction, please not use it continue, Should be sent 
service agent to repair.
(13) Carefully use the egg cooker, Don’t touch the cover or close outlet when cooking, Because the vapor will give off from outlet of egg cooker.
(14) Do not let cord hang over edge of table, or touch hot material.
(15) Should be cut off the electrical power and remember pull out the plug after boiled.

(16) Please contact supplier or authorization service department, Do not break the cooker arbitrary decision.
(17) Measuring cup’s scale as refer only, Proper to adjustment the quantity of water and make the steam egg meet with your taste.
(18) The measuring cup could use when steam egg only, no other function for ways.
(19) Do not make the child use the egg cooker solely.

(20) Do not take off the cover and touch the plate heater when boiling. So that avoid hurt your hands.
(21) Do not leave the egg boiler so far when boiling.
(22) Do not put the egg boiler in the liquid or use liquid material to wipe off the body of egg boiler, So that avoid hurt function of itself. You should be use the towel or other soft cloth to clean the surface.
(23) Should be put the egg boiler on the proper place when the egg boiler temperature as the same as room. So can operate it next time.
(24) Do not change the parts or repair self when happed issues of egg boiler. Should be settled through local upplier.

5. Attention Item when rinse
(1) Please out the plug before the rinse and cool the cooker in order to avoid scald.
(2) Use clean cloth to rinse the heater plate.
(3) Do not let water enter into the inside of egg cooker, In order to avoid leakage electricity.
(4) Use soapy water to rinse the rack and cover.
(5) Do not use rough article to rinse heater plate.
(6) After rinsed, the egg cooker thoroughly dry and then use or depositary.
(7) The appliance must not be immersed.
(8) No use by children intended and not allowed at all.

6. Caution:
(1) This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
(2) Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
(3) The appliance is for household use only. Do not use outdoors.

7. Correct Disposal of this product:
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe recycling.